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(57) ABSTRACT 

Disclosed is an apparatus, a system, a computer readable 
media, and a method for protecting data of a computer 
system. The method includes: (a) connecting a peripheral 
storage device to the computer system; (b) preparing a 
storage media of the peripheral storage device to be a 
protection enabled media; (c) selecting a backup set of data 
stored in a hard drive of the computer system, the backup set 
of data includes a default set of boot files and operating 
system files; ( d) creating a spare tire backup using file-based 
copying from the hard drive of the computer system to the 
storage media of the peripheral storage device; ( e) enabling 
the peripheral storage device to incrementally copy portions 
of the backup set of data from the hard drive of the computer 
system during normal use; and (f) booting the computer 
system from the peripheral storage device when a failure 
occurs with the hard drive that disables normal booting. In 
this manner, the user can resume uninterrupted work from 
the spare tire backup of the peripheral storage device until 
the hard drive failure is repaired. 
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